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Image enhancement of low-resolution images can be done through methods such as interpolation, super-resolution using multiple
video frames, and example-based super-resolution. Example-based super-resolution, in particular, is suited to images that have a
strong prior (for those frameworks that work on only a single image, it is more like image restoration than traditional, multiframe
super-resolution). For example, hallucination and Markov random field (MRF) methods use examples drawn from the same domain as the image being enhanced to determine what the missing high-frequency information is likely to be. We propose to use
even stronger prior information by extending MRF-based super-resolution to use adaptive observation and transition functions,
that is, to make these functions region-dependent. We show with face images how we can adapt the modeling for each image patch
so as to improve the resolution.
Copyright © 2006 T. A. Stephenson and T. Chen. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons
Attribution License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is
properly cited.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Early work on enhancing low-resolution images addressed
increasing the resolution of the image without any specific
outside information related to the image domain. Methods
such as linear interpolation [1] first reproduce the existing
pixels to produce a magnified image and then smooth the
new image.
In increasing the resolution of a video frame, however,
outside information is available. That is, its neighboring
frames typically contain slightly diﬀerent information that
can be used to increase the resolution of the center frame
[2]. In contrast to interpolation, this method actually adds
information that was lost when the image was taken. This
approach is also appropriate when we have neighboring
cameras instead of neighboring video frames recording the
same scene. The work in [3] expanded multiframe superresolution, in part, by using a Huber-Markov random field
(HMRF) to define a simple prior distribution that gives low
probabilities for high frequencies.
While multiple video frames may not always be available, multiple related images from the same domain may be
of use instead. Example-based super-resolution [4] uses the
known characteristics of this domain (i.e., the prior distribution) to perform specialized enhancement. They learn the

priors from a database of high-resolution images from the
same domain (this is in contrast to priors defined by hand
[3]). Statistical pattern recognition methods are then used
for example-based super-resolution.
Markov random fields (MRFs) [5] are one tool for
example-based super-resolution. By dividing a new lowresolution image, and the unknown high frequency counterpart each into corresponding patches, two functions can be
defined: the observation function φ and the transition function ψ. The observation function gives a score for how well
a candidate high-frequency patch matches the known lowresolution patch while the transition function gives a score
for how well a candidate high-frequency patch matches a
candidate high-frequency patch of a neighbor. Belief propagation [6] on the MRF produces the most likely highfrequency patch to associate with each known low-resolution
patch such that neighboring patches are “compatible” with
each other. As the MRF only acts on a single image, this type
of example-based super-resolution is not a traditional, multiimage super-resolution algorithm but, rather, a form of image restoration.
Hallucinations [7] can also be used for example-based
super-resolution. As enhancement of the faces takes advantage of the images being cropped, a low-resolution face is
enhanced using the database face that is the closest to it.
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Then, the high-frequency components of that closest face
are used to enhance the given face; as multiple images are
assumed to be available, the multiple frame super-resolution
of [3] is also used. In contrast to [4], this method uses deterministic methods to infer the high-frequency components
of a low-resolution image. Combining ideas from [4, 7], [8]
assigned a diﬀerent set of candidate patches for each lowresolution patch in the MRF.
The main contribution of this paper is in adapting φ and
ψ to be region-dependent in the cropped face images. Instead
of using the standard method of having a single global observation function φ and a single global transition function
ψ, we show how to adapt them for each patch in the face.
This diﬀers from [4] in that there is a strong prior for each
respective patch in the MRF. This diﬀers from [8], first, in
adapting ψ and, second, in pooling together the candidate
patches for each φ from similar locations (where “similar”
can be defined by the distance in the spatial domain or in
the pixel/feature domain); this makes φ region-dependent
instead of just location-dependent (where location in this
sense refers to a single patch). Also, this diﬀers from [7] in
that we are doing a sort of local hallucination: traditional hallucination enhances the whole face using information from
only one face in the database, but here we let each local patch
adapt itself using a diﬀerent face in the database.
As MRFs are a type of graphical model (GM) [9], we
have at our disposal, for current and future investigations,
the wide variety of GM and machine learning algorithms that
have been presented in the literature. For example, we can
adapt φ by clustering certain patches together using either
hand-labeling or automated clustering techniques, such as
K-means clustering. The K clusters indicate the K (noncontinuous) regions of the face that are most alike in their pixel
values. Patches in the same region can be jointly adapted to
handle the features specific to that region. Also, we can adapt
ψ using, for example, information-theoretic criteria to determine which areas of a face are compatible. The patch pairs
with high mutual information can be put in the same neighborhood, even if they are in diﬀerent areas of the face image.
In this paper, we describe the super-resolution problem
in Section 2 before presenting how our adaptive MRFs address this problem in Section 3. In Section 4, we show the results of using these adaptive MRFs to enhance low-resolution
faces. We conclude in Section 5.
2.

SUPER-RESOLUTION

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Illustration of super-resolution of faces in a low-resolution video frame. (a) Low-resolution frame. (b) Face extracted, enlarged, and enhanced (simulation).

S = {G10 , . . . , Gn0 , . . . , GN0 } be the database (prior distribution) of N high-resolution images, with Gn0 an arbitrary image in the 0th level (the highest resolution level) of the Gaussian pyramid for image n. For the MRFs, we need the norn and the normalized
malized high-frequency information H
P
n for level P of the Gaussian
mid-frequency information M
P
pyramid that the input image occurs at. We generate them as
follows.
(1) Blur and downsample Gn0 , by a factor of 2P in each
dimension, to obtain GnP . GnP is then upsampled using bilinear interpolation to obtain GnP↑ , which is the same size as Gn0 .
This can then be used to determine the lost high-frequency
information HPn in the pixel domain:
HPn = Gn0 − GnP↑ .

It is the task of super-resolution to recover HPn .
(2) High-pass filter GnP↑ . As it is assumed that the lowfrequency information LnP of GnP↑ is not needed to recover HPn
from step (1), GnP↑ is high-pass filtered to obtain the midfrequency information MPn ; that is, MPn is a band-pass filtered
version of Gn0 (see Figure 2). Thus, HPn will be inferred using
only MPn :








P HPn | MPn , LnP = P HPn | MPn .

(2)

(3) Normalize the contrast in MPn and HPn . As it is assumed that the image contrast in the known MPn does not
help to predict the unknown HPn , we normalize their contrast
using E(MPn ), the blurred energy information of MPn :

2.1. Preprocessing
In many domains, such as that of surveillance video, we
need to extract and enhance a small object, such as a
face, from a low-resolution frame (see Figure 1). As object detection [10], specifically face detection, is beyond the
scope of this work, we assume that the face has been extracted and cropped. While there are diﬀerent techniques
available for super-resolution as outlined earlier, we summarize our baseline framework as used elsewhere [4]. Let

(1)



n
n = HP  ,
H
P
E MPn

(3)

n
n = MP  ,
M
P
E MPn

(4)





E MPn = MPn

2

∗ F.

(5)

E(MPn ) is formed by squaring the pixels of MPn (indicated by
(MPn )2 ) and then by applying a 15 × 15 blurring filter F.
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(b)

(a)

(b)

2n patches. (b) M
2n patches. Patches used in this work:
Figure 3: (a) H
11 × 11 pixel patches were used for the high-frequency images, with
one pixel overlap, while 13 × 13 pixel patches were used for the midfrequency images, with a three pixels overlap. Corresponding highand mid-frequency patches had the same center pixel. For simplicity, the above figure is plotted with 10 × 10 pixel patches, as there is a
shift of 10 pixels between bordering patches. Also, to avoid artifacts
from the downsampling process, no patches were placed near the
border of the images.
(c)

(d)
n 


high-frequency patch candidate H
P [i ] from patch i of im
age n in S:


Figure 2: (a) The high-resolution face image Gn0 , (b) the lowresolution face image Gn2 ↑ , (c) the mid-frequency face image M2n ,
and (d) the high-frequency face image H2n . The goal is to infer (reconstruct) the missing high-frequency components in (d). Image
(d) has been normalized so that pixel diﬀerences of 0 have a pixel
value of 128.

While the above is used for preprocessing the training
images, it is also used for testing the MRFs with image .




That is, M
P is used as the MRF’s observations; HP is withheld from the belief propagation and is used only to evaluate
the inferred results of the MRF.
2.2. Enhancement


Super-resolution of M
P , where image  is an image not in S,
is performed on local patches of the images, as indicated in


Figure 3. The unknown target H
P is divided into 11×11 pixel

 [i] for an arbitrary patch i. For each tarpatches, denoting H
P




get patch i in HP to infer, a 13 × 13 pixel patch M
P [i] is taken






from MP such that the center pixels of HP [i] and M
P [i]
have the same coordinates. As super-resolution in this work
is probabilistic, the observation function φ is determined using a distribution over the training samples S. Note that in
the baseline system every patch i uses the same φ, regardless
of the location (or region) of i in the face image. As shown in
[7, 11], if S is from a diﬀerent domain than the image being
enhanced, then the image may be enhanced incorrectly. As
the observation and transition functions in our work are not
strict probabilities (their summation does not equal one), we
avoid the use of the word “distribution” below.
One of the functions used in this framework is


the distance between the known patch M
P [i] and each










n 
n  





dO M
P [i], HP [i ] = MP [i] − MP [i ].

(6)

So, to determine this distance, we compute the distance ben 



tween M
P [i] and the vectorized version of MP [i ] (not the
n 

candidate H
P [i ]).
n 

For each patch i, the high-frequency patch H
P [i ] with
the smallest distance can then be used to reconstruct the
high-resolution image.
(1) Join all of the selected high-frequency patches into a


single high-frequency image H
P .


(2) Add the original contrast by multiplying H
P pixelwise by E(MP ), the contrast normalization matrix, to obtain
the estimated HP .
(3) Add the inferred high-frequency patch HP to the low↑

resolution G
P to obtain the estimate Ḡ0 :
↑

Ḡ
0 = GP + HP .

3.
3.1.

(7)

ADAPTIVE MARKOV RANDOM FIELDS
Markov random fields

The algorithm outlined in Section 2.2 is actually incomplete
as it does not take into account the relation between neighboring high-frequency patches. What is needed is to use a
model which attempts to smooth neighboring patches using ψ and, hence, better model all high-frequency patches.
In other words, we use a Markov random field (MRF) [5];
see Table 1. In doing so, we want to have patches in the un

known H
P to overlap by one pixel for modeling (9) below.
With an MRF, we are concerned with modeling two diﬀerent
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Table 1: Benefit of transition function ψ: super-resolution of 38 ×
33 pixel images to 150 × 130 pixels (level G2 to level G0 ) showing
mean-squared error (MSE) for the whole image. Results are given
using bilinear interpolation, using only the observation function φ,
and using a standard MRF [4]. The percent reduction (“Red.”) is
with respect to bilinear interpolation. Results are from all 100 images in our test set.
Enhancement method
Bilinear interpolation
Observation only (φ)
Baseline MRF (φ & ψ)

MSE
58.9
64.6
54.3

Red.
—
−9.7%
7.7%

things with respect to each patch i: the observation φ, based
on (6), and the transition ψ:
⎛



n  



⎜ dO MP [i], HP i

φ(i = i ) = exp ⎝
σO i

⎛



2 ⎞
⎟
⎠;

n  
n 
∗ 
⎜ d HP [i ], HP [ j ]


ψ(i = i , j = j ) = exp ⎝
σTi

(8)

2 ⎞
⎟
⎠. (9)

We model this transition between two patch candidates:
n 
n 



H
P [i ] from training image n and HP [ j ] from train
ing image n . σOi is chosen based on the distances between

∗

M
P [i] and the closest patches to it in S; d (·) indicates the
distance only between the pixels in the overlap region; and
σTi is chosen so that 10% of the possible transitions for i will
have ψ(i , j  ) > 0.1. In our baseline system, we define N(i),
the neighborhood of i, as the four patches bordering i to its
left, right, top, and bottom. In two of our proposed systems,
we expand this definition to include long-distance “neighbors” either defined by hand or learned using information
theoretic criteria.
As exact inference in an MRF is computationally infeasible, approximation methods are generally used [12]. Approximate probabilistic inference in the MRF is achieved by
each patch i passing “messages” m(i, j = j  ) to each of its
neighbors for each value j  of each neighbor j:
m(i, j = j  ) =



φ(i = i )ψ(i = i , j = j  )

i ∈C

i

·



m(k, i = i ),

(10)

k∈N(i)\ j

where Ci indicates the top N closest candidate patches from
S of patch i (in this work, N = 20). The “loopy-propagation”
algorithm of [4, 11] proceeds iteratively, first, by each patch
i simultaneously sending oﬀ messages m(i, j = j  ) to each
neighbor j and for each possible value j  and, second, by each
patch i receiving those messages (e.g., m( j, i = i )) just sent to
it and updating its belief in its own patches. The messages entering patch i from each of its neighbors are used to calculate
the belief (i.e., the probability) of i’s high-frequency patches

Figure 4: Adapting observation distributions: neighborhood regions. In this example, multiple images from S are given for a given
observation distribution adapted to the location of the center patch
in the circle.

given each neighbor j (hence the term “belief propagation”):
b(i = i ) =



m( j, i = i )φ(i = i ).

(11)

j ∈N(i)

3.2.

Adapting observation function φ

The baseline φ is modeled here using a nonparametric distribution instead of, say, a Gaussian mixture model (GMM); as
indicated above, for each patch i, only the N closest patches i
are chosen from S. While S is a database limited only to face
images, there is still variation within faces. That is, a patch’s
appearance will diﬀer depending upon whether it represents
skin, an eye, the mouth, hair, and so forth. So, it is possible


that when enhancing a patch M
P [i] from, say, the eye region,
that the top N patches selected for φ will actually be from, say,
the mouth region of the samples in S. This can potentially
bring the undesired eﬀect of enhancing the eye in such a way
that it resembles the texture of the mouth (see the examples
in [7]).
So, even though φ already incorporates a strong prior for
a whole face image, we propose adapting it on the local level.
That is, depending upon a patch’s region in the face image, it
will be adapted to contain more relevant information:
φ −→ φi .

(12)

So, the samples from S used to model φi can vary from those
used to make φ j . In this paper, we propose three ways that φi
can be adapted in a region-dependent way:
(i) neighborhood regions (Figure 4),
(ii) hand-labeled regions (Figure 5),
(iii) learned regions (clusters) (Figure 6).
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(a)

5
Finally, patches can be clustered together using machine
learning techniques. We use K-means clustering [13] to assign each patch to one of K clusters. One of the reasons for
using K-means clustering is to make the region definitions
data-dependent and, hence, better adapted to the actual face
data. The clusters are determined by creating long feature
vectors of the high-frequency patches across the N training
images, with Q being the number of patches extracted from
each image (note that there is a shift of only one pixel between patches during the cluster learning):

(b)

⎡

1 [1](:) H
2 [1](:) · · ·
H
P
⎢ P
⎢ 1
2 [2](:) · · ·
⎢ HP [2](:) H
P
⎢
..
..
..
⎢
⎢
.
.
.
⎣

Figure 5: Adapting observation distributions: eye/non-eye regions.
In this example, eyes, as in (a), have their own observation distribution, built using patch samples from the same regions in S. Likewise,
non-eye regions, as in (b), have their own observation distributions,
using non-eye regions in the training database S.

⎤

N

H
P [1](:) ⎥
⎥
N

H
P [2](:) ⎥
⎥,
..
⎥
⎥
.

(14)

⎦

N

1 [Q](:) H
2 [Q](:) · · · H
H
P [Q](:)
P
P

where each row of (14) is a feature vector input into the Kmeans and (:) is Matlab notation for the vectorized version of
a patch. The result is to find a single clustering from S and to
use this single clustering in enhancing any new face image. In
the experiments for this work, we set K = 8 (Figure 6), and
for eﬃciency reasons, only used a subset of S for computing
the K regions.
3.3.
Figure 6: Learned observation clusters with K-means clustering.
Shown are the eight regions (K = 8), each represented by a different gray-level, of the face learned for this work. The black area
represents pixels which do not occur as the center pixel in any patch
(cf. Figure 3).

For neighborhood regions, we define a radius distance for
each patch i. We then extract patches from S whose center coordinates in their respective, cropped images fall within that
distance (in our case, 32 pixels) from the center pixel of i. The
motivation for this is that patches near a given patch in the
face tend to have the same texture.
Alternately, we can tie distributions for patches together
so that a group of patches shares the same distribution:
φ −→ φG(i) ,

(13)

where G(i) is the index for the region/group that the patch i
belongs to. One simple example of (13) is to separate the face
into two regions, as illustrated in Figure 5:
(1) eye region,
(2) other (non-eye region).
We then extract patches from S whose center pixels’ coordinates fall within the same region as the center pixel of a given
patch. One of the motivations for doing this approach over
the neighborhood approach is the realization that there are
discontinuities in areas that have similar texture, particularly
with the eyes.

Adapting transition function ψ

The baseline ψ models the transition of a patch i only with
the patches bordering it (the patches are referred to as neighborhood N(i) of patch i). A given patch i is then (indirectly) dependent upon any nonneighboring patch given
N(i). However, many of the patches in a face image may be
strongly correlated with patches a long distance away. We
may therefore want to adapt the definition of N(i) to include
long-distance relationships. One type of long-distance “transition” that we can model is related to the vertical line of face
symmetry (see Figure 7). As the face is highly symmetrical,
features found on one side of the face will typically be found
on the other side of the face. For example, if a person has facial hair on the left side of the face, he will likely also have
some on the right side of the face; or someone with freckles
on one cheek will also likely have them on the other cheek.
For long-distance neighbors, (9) will be modified when computing long-distance transitions:
⎛



n  
n 
† 
⎜ d HP [i ], HP [ j ]
†


ψi (i = i , j = j ) = exp ⎝
σLong Ti

2 ⎞
⎟
⎠,

(15)
where d† (·) represents the Euclidean distance between the
whole of the first patch and the mirror image of the second
patch, with an appropriate normalizing σLong Ti , as above.
Alternately, the neighborhood of each patch can be defined using machine learning techniques. For each possible pair of patches (i, j) in the face image, the mutual
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Figure 7: Adapting transition distributions. In this example, three
pairs of points are highlighted and connected to illustrate some of
the transitions that can be added to a patch’s transition distribution,
ψ, therefore, is adapted based on its distance from the vertical line
of symmetry in a face.

information between the two is
MI(i, j) =

N
N 

n=1 n =1



n

n [i](:), H
p H
P [ j](:)
P






n

n [i](:), H
p H
P
P [ j](:)

· log 







n

n [i](:) · p H
p H
P [ j](:)
P

(16)
,

n

n [i](:), H
but with the simplification that p(H
P [ j](:)) = 0
P

when n = n , we actually have

Figure 8: Learning long-distance dependencies. Shown are examples of the long-distance neighbors for a couple selected patches. In
each example, the black patches are in the neighborhood of the single white patch. In the work in this paper in learning long-distance
dependencies, a patch can have between 0 and 30 learned neighbors.



MI(i, j) ≈

N


n=1

n [ j](:)
n [i](:), H
p H
P
P

neighbor j is then





n [i](:), H
n [ j](:)
p H
P
P

⎛



(17)



,
n [i](:) · p H
n [ j](:)
p H
P
P

N

n=1



σi2 = diag

where d is the Euclidean distance between the two patches
(no mirroring, as done in (15), is performed), with an appropriate normalizing σLearned Ti , like before.
4.
4.1.

,


T 
N 

μi − HPn [i](:) μi − HPn [i](:)
.
N −1
n=1

(18)

(19)

N (μi , σi2 ) is normalized such that
N

1   n
p HP [i](:) = 1.
Ci n=1

⎟
⎠,

††

n [i](:)) is a single Gaussian N (μi , σ 2 )
where the marginal p(H
P
i
with mean and diagonal covariance (denoted using diag(·)),
respectively:

μi =

2 ⎞

(21)

· log 

N

HPn [i](:)




n 

†† 
HPn [i ], H
P [j ]
⎜ d
ψi†† (i = i , j = j  ) = exp ⎝
σLearned Ti

(20)

n [i](:), H
n [ j](:)) is defined in a similar way. We
The joint p(H
P
P
then identify the learned neighbors of each patch I as those
with MI(i, j) > δ, where δ is a global threshold. Figure 8
illustrates some of the learned neighborhoods on a sample
training face image. The transition between i and a learned

FACE ENHANCEMENT EXPERIMENTS
Setup

In this current work, we are assuming that the face has already been located and properly cropped. We have cropped
1151 faces from the “fa” subset of FERET [14],1 using the
eye and nose coordinates provided with the database. As
these are high-quality still images and not low-resolution
video images, they are useful for investigating how much of
the actual high-frequency we can recover. In future work,
we can then investigate their performance in more realistic environments such as surveillance video (though examples on a “real” low-resolution still image are given below in
Figures 12, 13, 14, and 15). 951 faces have been randomly extracted for the training set S, while another 100
have been randomly set aside for any tuning of the system
1

Information on ordering the FERET database can be found at
http://www.itl.nist.gov/iad/humanid/feret/.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9: Baseline results. Row (a) contains the target high-resolution image, while rows (b) and (c) present the bicubic interpolation and
baseline MRF results, respectively. Compare with Figures 10 and 11.
Table 2: Super-resolution of 38 × 33 pixel images to 150 × 130 pixels (level G2 to level G0 ) showing MSE for the whole image. Results are
given using bilinear interpolation, a standard MRF [4], and five of our proposed models: an MRF with observation functions adapted to
the region-dependent functions for the eye and non-eye regions; an MRF adapted to the region-dependent functions of neighborhoods;
an MRF with observation functions adapted to the region-dependent functions learned using K-means clustering; an MRF with adapted,
symmetrical transitions; and an MRF with long-distance, mutual-information-based transitions. As the various MRFs attempt to further
enhance low-resolution images that have already been partially enhanced using bilinear interpolation, the percent reduction (“Red.”) is with
respect to bilinear interpolation. The bicubic interpolation MSE is also given for comparison; the MRFs could potentially do even better in
future work if they were enhancing images already partially enhanced using bicubic interpolation. Results are from all 100 images in our test
set. As the original, high-resolution images are 150 × 130 pixels each, the 38 × 33 pixel images were magnified before enhancement by slightly
under a factor of four in each dimension; this was done so as to keep all images used in the algorithm the same size.
Enhancement method
Bilinear interpolation
Baseline MRF
MRF: φG(i) adapted to eye
MRF: φi adapted to neighborhood
MRF: φG(i) adapted using K-means
MRF: ψi adapted to symmetry
MRF: ψi adapted using mutual info.
Bicubic interpolation

and the remaining 100 for testing the system. Each image
only appears in one of the lists, but, as many of the 694
subjects appear more than once in the database, a subject can
appear on more than one list. Each cropped face is, at high
resolution, 150 × 130 pixels. For experimenting with superresolution, low-resolution versions of these images have also

MSE
58.9
54.3
52.1
50.9
53.2
53.7
64.3
49.3

Red.
—
7.7%
11.5%
13.6%
9.7%
8.8%
−9.2%
16.3%

been produced, as discussed in Section 2.1, by blurring the
high-resolution images and subsampling them to produce
level G2 of the Gaussian pyramid, which has images of size
38 × 33.
In these current experiments, we are only investigating the enhancement of a single image, not of video. In
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(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 10: MRF results: adapting φ. Row (10(d)) presents results using φG(i) adapted to the eye regions. Row (10(e)) presents results using
φi adapted to neighborhood regions (using a radius around the patch’s center pixel). Row (10(f)) presents results using φG(i) adapted to
regions learned by K-means clustering. Compare with the baseline MRF, which is in row (c) of Figure 9, and with Figure 11. For the subject
in column 1, note, for example, (in comparison with the baseline row (c) in Figure 9) the sharper right eye with a clearer boundary in row
(10(e)). For the subject in column 2, note that the left eye in row (10(e)) is shinier. For the subject in column 3, note the more realistic eye
and better illuminated cheeks in row (10(e)). For the subject in column 4, note the clearer right eye in row (10(e)) and the better illuminated
eye in row (10(f)). For the subject in column 5, note in row (10(f)) both the sharper right eye that is consistent with the left eye and the
increased detail in the teeth.

Table 3: Super-resolution of 38 × 33 pixel images to 150 × 130 pixels
(level G2 to level G0 ) showing MSE for eye region (Figure 5(a)). See
Table 2 for additional descriptions of the table.

Table 4: Super-resolution of 38 × 33 pixel images to 150 × 130
pixels (level G2 to level G0 ) showing MSE for the non-eye region
(Figure 5(b)). See Table 2 for additional descriptions of the table.

Enhancement method
Bilinear interpolation
Baseline MRF
MRF: φG(i) adapted to eye
MRF: φi adapted to neighborhood
MRF: φG(i) adapted using K-means
MRF: ψi adapted to symmetry
MRF: ψi adapted using mutual info.
Bicubic interpolation

Enhancement method
Bilinear interpolation
Baseline MRF
MRF: φG(i) adapted to eye
MRF: φi adapted to neighborhood
MRF: φG(i) adapted using K-means
MRF: ψi adapted to symmetry
MRF: ψi adapted using mutual info.
Bicubic interpolation

MSE
95.2
85.1
78.6
77.6
81.6
83.7
99.7
78.9

Red.
—
10.7%
17.4%
18.5%
14.3%
12.1%
−4.7%
17.1%

such investigations, we compare our results with those using the approach of [4], which is also concerned with enhancing a single image using MRFs. We do not make direct
comparisons to approaches, such as [3] or the main results
in [7], that utilize multiple images to produce a single resolved image; this is reserved for future work. Using infor-

MSE
46.8
44.1
43.3
42.0
43.8
43.8
52.6
39.5

Red.
—
5.8%
7.5%
10.3%
6.5%
6.5%
−12.3%
15.7%

mation only from level 2 of the Gaussian pyramid, we use
a baseline MRF from the approach of [4] to infer the highfrequency components missing from the high-resolution G0
image and indicate how much this baseline MRF compares
to using just bilinear (or bicubic, as indicated) interpolation.
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(g)

(h)

Figure 11: MRF results: adapting ψ. Row (11(g)) presents results using ψi adapted using symmetry in the face. Row (11(h)) presents results
using ψi adapted using mutual information of the patches. Compare with the baseline MRF, which is in row (c) of Figure 9, and with
the MRFs adapting φ in Figure 10. In general, the current methods of adapting ψ do not give as much improvement, by themselves, than
adapting φ.

Figure 12: Real low-resolution image, captured by a Canon PowerShot G5, using the 640 × 480 resolution mode (only 240 × 160 pixels are cut out from the image and shown here) with the extracted
faces (cropped with bilinear interpolation in this figure). The superresolution results are given in Figures 13, 14, and 15 for the baseline
MRF, the MRFs adapted to φi and to φG(i) , and the MRFs adapted to
ψi , respectively.

(b)

4.2. Results
First, to justify the need for having a full-MRF instead of just
local observation functions, we show in Table 1 the diﬀerence that having transition functions also included between
neighboring patches provides. By including ψ with φ and
having a standard, baseline MRF, we get a mean squared error (MSE) of 54.3. This is an improvement over using either
bilinear interpolation or φ alone. Given this baseline result
using a standard MRF, we then applied our proposed adaptation techniques. Table 2 gives results of the diﬀerent approaches for enhancing images from G2 , that is, those images which are being enlarged by a factor of approximately
4 in each dimension and then enhanced by super-resolution
(note that the MSE values given in this paper do not take into
account the unenhanced pixels on the edges of the images,

(c)

Figure 13: Baseline results on real low-resolution images. Rows
(13(b)) and (13(c)) present the bicubic interpolation and baseline MRF results, respectively. To ease comparison with the FERET
images of Figure 9, the labeling starts with (13(b)) as no highresolution images are available.

where no high-resolution patches are placed—see Figure 3).
Here we see that we can, on average, improve the resolution
of the face by using MRFs whose φi , φG(i) , or ψi function is
adapted as indicated (with the exception of adapting ψi using
mutual information). This is most notable with φi adapted to
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(d)

(a)

(e)

(b)

Figure 15: Adaptive MRF results on real low-resolution images.
Row (15(a)) presents results using ψi adapted using symmetry in
the face. Row (15(b)) presents results using ψi adapted using mutual information of the patches. Compare with the baseline MRF,
which is in row (13(c)) of Figure 13 and with Figure 14.

(f)

Figure 14: Adaptive MRF results on real low-resolution images.
Row (14(d)) presents results using φG(i) adapted to the eye regions.
Row (14(e)) presents results using φi adapted to neighborhood regions (using a radius around the patch’s center pixel). Row (14(f))
presents results using φG(i) adapted to regions learned by K-means
clustering. Compare with the baseline MRF, which is in row (13(c))
of Figure 13, and with Figure 15.

its neighborhood, which reduced the MSE of bilinear interpolation by 13.6%, as opposed to just 7.7% for the baseline
MRF. As this method takes patches from S based only upon
their distance between their coordinates and the coordinates
of the patch being enhanced, this is one of our simpler adaptation techniques. While simple, this technique proves eﬀective in doing example-based super-resolution in a regiondependent manner.
Figures 9, 10, and 11 give the baseline results, results for
adapting φi , and the results for adapting ψi , respectively, for
some of the images that benefited from the adaptation techniques (any improvements typically came from adapting φi
and φG(i) instead of adapting ψi ). While subjective, the best
enhanced image for each of the subjects in Figure 10 is often that of row (10(e)), which are the outputs of adaptive
MRFs with φi adapted to its neighborhood; this is also the
adaptive MRF that performed best quantitatively in Table 2.

Furthermore, even though they are not tailored specifically to
eye/non-eye regions, they also do better when looking specifically at these regions. As the visual improvements are often
in the eye regions, we examined the MSE in the images looking only at pixels in the eye regions and also at pixels only in
the non-eye regions (as defined by Figure 5, see Tables 3 and
4). Table 3 shows how the modest improvements of Table 2
become even better when looking specifically at the eyes. This
could possibly be due to the MRF’s concentrating at modeling high-frequency information and to the eyes’ containing
some of the highest-frequency information in the face (see,
e.g., Figure 2(d)). Table 4 shows that the non-eye region of
the face, typically with lower-frequency information, benefits less from an adaptive MRF.
In addition to the qualitative results shown in Figures
9, 10, and 11 and the related quantitative results shown in
Tables 2, 3, and 4, we also tested our algorithm on real
low-resolution images (i.e., those not generated from highresolution images). Some results are shown in Figures 12,
13, 14, and 15. The quality of these enhanced images could
potentially be improved through using a training set S that
better matches their domain (e.g., using images with outdoor
lighting for S).
5.

CONCLUSION

We have proposed a class of adaptive MRFs for increasing the
performance of standard example-based super-resolution.
By adapting the observation and transition functions to local regions, we restricted the likely high-frequency patches
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available for the super-resolution; we showed how doing so
not only reduces the MSE associated with a standard MRF
but how using such adaptation can produce sharper images.
The next steps in this work of adapting MRFs include improving the modeling of where φi , φG(i) , and ψi are adapted
using machine learning techniques. While using K-means
clustering produced acceptable results in adapting φG(i) , using mutual information in adapting ψi can hurt the resolution. The reason for this may lie, in part, in how the adapted
ψi is defined in (21), which is based on the Euclidean distance
between the learned, long-distance neighbors. As the mutual
n [i](:),
information was based on the joint distribution p(H
P
n

HP [ j](:)) (and not on their distance) in (17), it may be more
appropriate to use this joint distribution for computing ψi .
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Hardware and software for multimedia systems
Multimedia standards and related issues
Multimedia applications
Multimedia and social media on the Internet

A number of awards will be presented to the Best Papers and Best Student Papers at the conference.
Participation for special sessions and tutorial proposals are encouraged.

SCHEDULE
§
§
§
§
§

Special Session Proposals Due: December 1, 2006
Tutorial Proposals Due: December 1, 2006
Regular Paper Submissions Due: January 5, 2007
Notification of Acceptance: March 19, 2007
Camera-Ready Papers Due: April 16, 2007

Check the conference website http://www.icme2007.org for updates.
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Rama Chellappa, University of Maryland, USA
Chang-Wen Chen, Florida Inst. Tech., USA
Liang-Gee Chen, National Taiwan University
Robert M. Haralick, City Univ. of New York, USA
T. S. Huang, UIUC, USA
Anil Jain, Michigan State University, USA
Ramesh Jain, UC Irvine, USA

Chung-Sheng Li, IBM Watson Research, USA
Xing-Gang Lin, Tsinghua Univ., China
K. J. Ray Liu, University of Maryland, USA
Songde Ma, Ministry of Science and Technology, China
Timothy K. Shih, Tamkang University
T. Sikora, Technical Univ. Berlin, Germany
Ming-Ting Sun, Univ. Washington, USA
Qi Tian, Institute for Inforcomm Research, Singapore
B. W. Wah, UIUC, USA
Hong-Jiang Zhang, Microsoft, China
Ya-Qin Zhang, Microsoft, China

3DTV CONFERENCE 2007
THE TRUE VISION - CAPTURE, TRANSMISSION AND DISPLAY OF 3D VIDEO

May 7-9, 2007, KICC Conference Center, Kos Island, Greece
First Call For Papers
General Chairs
Georgios Triantafyllidis
Centre for Research and
Technology Hellas, GR

Levent Onural,
Bilkent University, TR

Technical Chairs
Aljoscha Smolic,
Fraunhofer Gesellschaft, DE

Creating exact 3D moving images as ghost-like replicas of 3D objects has been an ultimate
goal in video science. Capturing 3D scenery, processing the captured data for transmission,
and displaying the result for 3D viewing are the main functional components. These
components encompass a wide range of disciplines: imaging and computer graphics, signal
processing, telecommunications, electronics, optics and physics are needed.
The objective of the 3DTV-Conference is to bring together researchers and developers
from academia and industry with diverse experience and activity in distinct, yet
complementary, areas so that full scale 3D video capabilities are seemlessly integrated.

Jörn Ostermann
Leibniz University of Hannover, DE

John Watson
University of Aberdeen, UK

Reha Civanlar
Koc University, TR

Thomas Sikora,
Technical University of Berlin, DE

Finance Chair
Nikos Grammalidis
Centre for Research and
Technology Hellas, GR

Publication Chair
Xenophon Zabulis
Centre for Research and
Technology Hellas, GR

Publicity Chair
Atanas Gotchev
Tampere University of
Technology, FI

Industry Liaison
Ismo Rakkolainen
FogScreen, FI

American Liaison
Yiannis Aloimonos
University of Maryland, US

Special Sessions and
Tutorials Chair
Aydin Alatan

Topics of Interest
3D Capture and Processing
- 3D time-varying scene capture technology
- Multi-camera recording
- 3D photography algorithms
- Synchronization and calibration of camera
arrays
- 3D view registration
- Multi-view geometry and calibration
- Holographic camera techniques
- 3D motion analysis and tracking
- Surface modeling for 3-D scenes
- Multi-view image and 3D data processing
3D Transmission
- Systems, architecture and transmission
aspects of 3D
- 3D streaming
- Error-related issues and handling of 3d video
- Hologram compression
- Multi-view video coding
- 3D mesh compression
- Multiple description coding for 3D
- Signal processing for diffraction and
holographic 3DTV

3D Visualization
- 3D mesh representation
- Texture and point representation
- Object-based representation and segmentation
- Volume representation
- 3D motion animation
- Dense stereo and 3D reconstruction
- Stereoscopic display techniques
- Holographic display technology
- Reduced parallax systems and integral imaging
- Underlying optics and VLSI technology
- Projection and display technology for 3D videos
- Human factors
3D Applications
- 3D imaging in virtual heritage and virtual
archaeology
- 3D Teleimmersion and remote collaboration
- Augmented reality and virtual environments
- 3D television, cinema, games and entertainment
- Medical and biomedical applications
- 3D Content-based retrieval and recognition
- 3D Watermarking

Paper Submission
Prospective contributors are invited to submit full papers electronically using the on-line
submission interface, following the instructions available at http://www.3dtv-con.org. Papers
should be in Adobe PDF format, written in English, with no more than four pages including
figures, using a font size of 11. Conference proceedings will be published online by the IEEE.

Important Dates
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1 December 2006
15 December 2006
9 February 2007
2 March 2007

Webmaster
Georgios Litos
Centre for Research and
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Special sessions and tutorials proposals
Regular Paper submission
Notification of acceptance
Submission of camera-ready papers
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